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Year 4 – Spring 2 Newsletter                           
Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
Firstly, we hope you all enjoyed a break. We are delighted to welcome the children back to school and look forward to 
another exciting and fun filled term.   
 
Learning Challenge 
Our Learning Challenge this half-term is entitled Amazing Architects: What makes 
a city great? The children will research some of the major cities in the world and 
identify their locations. They will explore the world-renowned landmarks using 
Google Earth and identify their natural geographic features.  
 
In Design Technology, children will be looking at the constructions of bridges, which our trip to LEGOLAND will be 
supporting. Children will be creating and designing their own bridge for a city, focusing on shapes and strengthening 
joins. 
 
Uniform 
The children have come back looking very smart in their school uniform. As the weather is still cold and sometimes wet, 
please ensure that your child comes to school with a suitable coat. Please make sure that all uniform and PE kit, school 
bags, coats, shoes and lunch boxes are clearly labelled to avoid a build-up of lost property. We are very much encouraging 
the children to remember their belongings, so if you could remind them of this too, that would be great.   

 
Homework 
We are encouraging children to be more responsible and remember to complete their homework.  Homework is still due 
on a Monday, children will have to miss some of their break time to complete their homework if it is not in by Tuesday, 
unless the teacher has been informed otherwise. Please may we also remind you that as part of their homework, children 
are expected to read at least three times per week and to practise their times tables on the Times table Rockstars 
program. In year 4, we do now have a multiplication table check, we have not yet been given the exact dates for when this 
test will be administrated, but we do know it will be during June. We will keep you informed.  
 
PE 
This half-term, the children will have PE on a Friday afternoon.  The focus for these sessions will be tag rugby. If a child 
does not wear the correct PE kit to school, they may not be able to do PE, so please ensure they come in PE kit on a 
Friday 
 
Key dates 
LEGOLAND–Friday 18th March 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Mr Dale     Mr Paterson  Mrs Moody 


